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The Cinephile Crew

Hey guys, I was thinking of organizing a marathon for movies this coming weekend. Anybody 
interested?

Malik
Count me in! What's the plan?

Lila
That sounds amazing! What movies do you have in mind?

I was hoping to watch some indie Slms that aren't too heavy but also not too light.

Malik
Bounds great! Do you have any speciSc movie names?

Lila
Have you seen Moonlight or Lady Yird? They are really good movies!

Fes, those are two great options! Any other suggestions?

Malik
I've heard good things about The Oarewell and The Yig Bick.

Lila
’h, The Yig Bick is hilarious! We should deSnitely add that.

Awesome, so our options are Moonlight, Lady Yird, The Oarewell, and The Yig Bick. Can we vote on 
which ones we want to watch?

Malik
That6s a good idea.

Lila
Feah, let6s do that. Also, I can bring some homemade popcorn and drinks.

That would be great! I could bring in some chips and homemade salsa too.

Malik
And I can bring some candy and desserts for us to indulge in.

Nice! Bo, let's have a poll to vote for our top movie picks and start at x pm on Baturday.

Lila
I'm so eRcited! This is going to be so much fun.

Malik
Me too! Can't wait to hang out with you guys and watch some great movies.
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Choose the correct answer 
What type of movies are they planning to watch?

Indie Slms that aren't too heavy but also not too light Horror movies Pomantic comedies

Action movies

Which movies were suggested as options?

Titanic, Notebook, Love Actually, The Jroposal

Moonlight, Lady Yird, The Oarewell, and The Yig Bick Die Hard, Terminator, Pambo, 1ohn Wick

Avengers, Bpiderman, Yatman, Buperman

Who suggested the movie, The Big Sick?

Nobody suggested it, it was already on the list Malik The main character Lila

What food did Lila offer to bring?

Yurgers and fries Jizza and pasta Homemade popcorn and drinks

Bushi and green tea

What time are they starting the movie marathon?

02 am on Bunday 8 pm on Baturday x pm on Baturday  pm on Oriday

What is Malik bringing to the movie marathon?

Balads and sandwiches Boup and crackers Candy and desserts Oruits and vegetables


